Your invitation to the Meet the Supply Chain initiative

From: "DSEI Team" <marketing@dsei.co.uk>
To: XXXXXXXXXXX@XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Date: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Dear XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX,

**New for 2015, ‘Meet the Supply Chain’** a new initiative to help small & medium enterprises (SMEs) meet larger companies (Primes) is being launched at DSEI 2015.

Opportunities to engage with key industry personnel in prime contractors that participate at DSEI is perhaps one of the most valuable interactions a supplier can have.

Therefore, DSEI 2015 will be providing even greater support to SMEs to help them meet with key OEM customers. Similarly OEM prime contractors will be supported with identifying suppliers that matter most to their business.

The 'Meet the Supply Chain' initiative will help exhibitors (prime contractors and SMEs) maximise their company’s time and networking opportunities whilst at DSEI.

As registered stand personnel there are probably hundreds of innovative companies that you would want to meet. Log onto **Visitor Portal** today and click on 'Meet the Supply Chain' to access the full exhibitor list.

This is a valuable opportunity for primes to expand their supplier pool, and for SMEs to engage with primes and strengthen their business relationships.

Log onto **Visitor Portal** today and arrange meetings with the companies you would like to meet.

Your **Visitor Portal** login details are:

Reg
Your invitation to the Meet the Supply Chain initiative

Code/Username: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX@XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Password: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

If you have any questions please contact the Marketing Team:

T: +44 (0)20 7384 7796
E: Marketing@dsei.co.uk

We look forward to welcoming you to DSEI 2015,

The DSEI Team
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Visitors and exhibitors should be aware that the purchase, procurement or brokering of any exhibit or promoted item on display at DSEI may require the granting of a strategic export license from the relevant UK government organisation. For more information and to access a copy of the legislation please see the guide on the Export Control Order 2008 on the ECO website. Visit the DSEI website for more information.

Please follow this link if you no longer want to receive DSEI 2015 exhibitor newsletters.